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The Next Generation of Crypto Mining Technology  
 
Abstract 

In this paper we examine an ecologically sustainable consensus algorithm for           
cryptocurrency mining that is based on the use of hard disk space and make a               
comparison with alternative existing consensus algorithms. We present a working          
example of this algorithm that already exists in the public domain. 

An innovative commercial application of such a system is presented, that combines            
Artificial Intelligence and FPGA technology to reduce setup and reconfiguration times           
and make PoC mining participation in the network available to mainstream users.  

Finally, we explore some of revenue generating opportunities made possible by FPGA            
technology. 
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Technology Background 

An integral aspect of all blockchain powered solutions is the consensus mechanism            
used at the project’s core. This consensus mechanism ensures transparency, security           
and a consistent decentralized structure, which count as the foremost features of a             
blockchain. The most pertinent of these are the Proof of Work (PoW) and Proof of Stake                
(PoS), which are implemented in almost all blockchain solutions, especially digital           
currency platforms. 
 
Nouriel Roubini, in his recent testimony for the hearing of the US Senate Committee put               
it so: 
“Blockchain investment propositions routinely make wild promises to overthrow         
entire industries, such as cloud computing, without acknowledging the         
technology’s obvious limitations.” 
 

Mission 

R3V.Lab combines state of the Art Proof of Capacity mining with FPGA-acceleration            
and AI Technology 

R3V.Lab delivers innovative AI crypto mining hardware for corporate and mainstream           
use that will kick start the next cycle of low entry, secure, ecologically sustainable, and               
truly decentralised cryptocurrency mining, ensuring maximum fairness and negligible         
energy consumption. And in doing so restore the true spirit of Satoshi Nakamoto’s             
vision of a decentralised future in which everyone can participate. 

Our objectives are:  

● Research & development of FPGA-accelerated Proof of Capacity mining  
● Development of the hardware platforms that will bring PoC into the mainstream  
● Continually refinement of more efficient and secure FPGA mining algorithms  
● Research & development of FPGA-accelerated trading and arbitrage systems  
● Research & development of FPGA-accelerated AI and machine learning         

applications. 
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“We believe that Proof of Capacity mining is the future of distributed ledger             
technology and will secure the future of both Distributed Ledger Technology and            
cryptocurrency” 

Proof of Work and Proof of Stake 

 
 

Cycle 1: Proof of Work Mining Basics & History : Bitcoin/Altcoins 
 
Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System 
 
Satoshi Nakamoto 
satoshin@gmx.com 
www.bitcoin.org 
Abstract. 

A purely peer-to-peer version of electronic cash would allow online payments to be sent              
directly from one party to another without going through a financial institution. Digital             
signatures provide part of the solution, but the main benefits are lost if a trusted third                
party is still required to prevent double-spending. We propose a solution to the             
double-spending problem using a peer-to-peer network. The network timestamps         
transactions by hashing them into an ongoing chain of hash-based proof-of-work,           
forming a record that cannot be changed without redoing the proof-of-work. The longest             
chain not only serves as proof of the sequence of events witnessed, but proof that it                
came from the largest pool of CPU power. As long as a majority of CPU power is                 
controlled by nodes that are not cooperating to attack the network, they'll generate the              
longest chain and outpace attackers. The network itself requires minimal structure.           
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Messages are broadcast on a best effort basis, and nodes can leave and rejoin the               
network at will, accepting the longest proof-of-work chain as proof of what happened             
while they were gone. 

The Consensus Mechanism  

Mining serves as two purposes: 

1. To prevent double spending by verifying the legitimacy of every transaction on            
the network 

2. To create new coins by rewarding miners for performing this verification. 

In Proof of Work based public Blockchains such as Bitcoin, the mining algorithm             
rewards participants who validate transactions and create new blocks by solving           
cryptographic puzzles. This process is energy intensive with an estimated average           
‘all-in’ cost: $6,800/btc | average cash cost: $3,400/btc and the entire Bitcoin network             
consuming as much power as a country the size of Hong Kong. (source:             
https://tinyurl.com/y36odp8z) 

What happens behind the scenes when you make a transaction?: 

● First, transactions are bundled together into blocks 
● Miners verify the legitimacy of the transactions within each block 
● To participate in the mining process, miners first need to solve a mathematical             

puzzle demonstrating that they have performed the proof-of-work. 
● A reward is given to the first miner who solves each block’s puzzle 
● Verified transactions are then committed to the public Blockchain. 

This mathematical puzzle or algorithm has one critical feature: namely asymmetry. This            
means that the solution must be moderately hard to generate but fast and easy for the                
network to verify. This is known as the CPU cost function or CPU pricing function. 

All miners on the network compete to be the first to find a solution for the mathematical                 
problem provided with each block. It is a problem that can only be solved by brute force                 
and requires a simple calculation to be repeated billions of times. 
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When a miner finally finds the right solution, he announces it to the whole network and                
receives a cryptocurrency prize in the form of the block reward defined by the mining               
algorithm. 

From a technical point of view the mining process is an inverse hashing process: it               
determines a number (the nonce), so that the cryptographic hash algorithm of block             
data yields a result within a threshold range of this value. 

This threshold is the difficulty factor that determines the competitive conditions for the             
algorithm. As more computing power is added to the network, the more the threshold              
increases, which in turn increases the number of calculations needed to create a new              
block. This method also increases the cost of block creation, incentivising miners to             
improve the efficiency of their mining systems in order to maintain a positive economic              
balance. The bitcoin network is configured to update its difficulty level approximately            
every 14 days, with a new block being generated every 10 minutes. 

Mining History 

CPU 

At the start of the first mining cycle in 2009, you could mine something like 1800                
BTC per day using just a regular PC and approximately 700,000 BTC were             
indeed mined that year with nothing but a CPU. As more and more enthusiasts              
started mining, the inbuilt threshold level began to increase, making mining less            
profitable.  

GPU 

As mining became less profitable, some clever and enterprising developers          
realised that the commodity GPU’s, the graphics hardware, used in gaming rigs            
could be used to perform the cryptographic computations many times faster than            
any CPU. This was the end of CPU mining and the introduction of the second               
mining cycle, around 2014. 

ASIC 

In its own turn, GPU mining has been made redundant by the development of              
dedicated application-specific integrated circuit, or ASIC hardware. ASICs are         
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custom designed chips that are designed for one purpose only: to mine BTC or              
some other PoW based currency. ASICs can’t do anything else, but this they do              
very quickly and relatively efficiently. An ASIC miner from Bitmain costs around            
$1100. The return on investment depends on a number of factors such as             
difficulty level, market price and electricity costs for power and cooling. Big            
players have hundreds of thousands of these miners in industrial scale plants            
around the world. Notably in China where power is cheap and in Iceland and              
Scandinavia which have geothermal power and natural cooling with outside air.           
Today mining crypto is barely profitable at all with what meagre profits there are              
going to these corporate mining farms in China and Iceland. 
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Proof of Work Mining is not sustainable 
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● The BTC network consumes as much power as a country the size of Hong              
Kong; at approximately 1000 KWh per Bitcoin transaction, with approximately          
300.000 Transactions per Day. These energy costs are paid in fiat, leading to             
continuous downward pressure on the value of the currency itself. (source:           
https://tinyurl.com/y5ttxdvm)  

● This has led to a centralisation of the mining industry, with most mining             
operations in the hands of a few commercially motivated corporations. Thus           
exposing the market to potential manipulation and corruption. This is contrary to            
Satoshi Nakamoto’s original vision and creates a situation which is opposed by            
the crypto community, traditional financial institutions and the ecologically aware. 

 

● PoW mined crypto currencies are handicapped by scalability, with BTC          
able to do a mere 7 TpS (transactions/second) and Ethereum 20 Tps. (source:             
https://tinyurl.com/y4x484mn) 

● This downward pressure on the price of BTC, has led to a number of PoW               
mining firms suspending operation or even declaring bankruptcy, pointing to the           
risks inherent in PoW caused by market trends. BitMex revealed in a report on              
December 10, 2018, that due to market conditions 1.3 Million Bitmain S9 Bitcoin             
Miners went offline. (source: https://tinyurl.com/yykghwxb) 
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● PoW mining is in danger of collapsing under its own weight and            
eventually must give way to a better and more sustainable mining algorithm. 

 

 
 
 
Cycle 2: Proof of Stake forging : ICO’s - Altcoins - Tokens 
 
Why Is Ethereum Moving to Proof of Stake? 

The developers of Ethereum are planning a hard fork to transition away from Proof of               
Work to Proof of Stake, with the expectation that it will lead to a greener, more scalable                 
and cheaper distributed consensus method. 

Proof of Stake is a category of consensus algorithms for public blockchains that             
depends on a validator's economic stake in the network. A set of validators take turns               
proposing and voting on the next block, and the weight of each validator's vote depends               
on the size of his stake. The advantages are reduced risk of centralization, and better               
energy efficiency. Unlike Proof of Work where the algorithm rewards miners who solve             
mathematical problems with the goal of validating transactions and creating new blocks.            
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In a PoS blockchain, the creator of a new block is chosen in a deterministic way,                
depending on his stake or the proportion of his wealth that he has committed to the                
network. 

Also, all PoS coins are premined, and fixed in number. This means that in the PoS                
system there is no block reward, the miners are rewarded only by transaction fees. This               
is why the miners in PoS based networks are often referred to as forgers rather than                
miners. 

Some common concerns with Proof of Stake are: 
● A PoS system enforces centralization of coins and is a potentially unfair            
system where the biggest, wealthiest stakeholders earn the most rewards. 
● Big stakeholders could possibly even collude to compromise the integrity          
of the network itself. For example in a 51% attack which is fatal to network               
security. 
● There is a substantial risk and commitment to the success of the currency             
which is affected by many factors that will be outside any one participant’s             
control.  
● Should that currency fail, or should you decide to invest your resources            
elsewhere you’ll be stuck with the coins and will either have to find a buyer for                
them or sell them on the open market even if that means taking a loss. 

So, we see that both consensus algorithms have their strengths and weaknesses and             
that there still is a demand for a better, safer and fairer algorithm: 

“Proof of Capacity mining is the answer” 
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Cycle 3: Proof of Capacity Mining : Burstcoin and AI development 
 

Burstcoin 

Burst was the first cryptocurrency to use a        
Proof-of-Capacity algorithm that allows efficient mining      
with unused HDD space. Proof-of-Capacity was      
successfully implemented in 2014 by it’s original       
developer, who carried the username “Burstcoin” on       
bitcointalk. 

Burst is an open-source decentralized platform that       
connects people, companies, and financial institutions. It       
allows you to move value – according to your own rules           

– within a scalable, green and customizable ledger. https://www.burst-coin.org/ 

At the time of writing, Proof of Capacity mining has not yet entered the mainstream and                
we believe that this is about to change. R3V.Lab is now developing the technology to               
kick start the 3rd cycle of crypto mining.  

The Burst blockchain currently performs 255 transactions per block, at a 4 minutes             
blocktime, resulting in opening/closing 255 tangles every 4 minutes, 91800 per day. In             
the future hundreds of thousands of tangles will be able to be opened or closed every                
day - In Tangle, transactions are linked to each other like a big web tangle, there is no                  
concept of blocks, transactions are verified parallelly. This helps in fast and more             
number of transactions at a time. Each Tangle constitutes a fast, fee-less, secure and              
scalable payment channel. 
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● The main idea of the Tangle is the following: to issue a transaction, users must work to approve                  
other transactions. Therefore, users who issue a transaction are contributing to the network’s             
security. It is assumed that the nodes check if the approved transactions are not conflicting. If a                 
node finds that a transaction is in conflict with the tangle history, the node will not approve the                  
conflicting transaction in either a direct or indirect manner. 

● For those requiring an in depth study about Burstcoin, we recommend this outstanding             
whitepaper of Burst Dymaxion  

● An interesting editorial about Burstcoin: 
● Burst on Coingecko: 

 

Proof of Capacity Mining 

R3V.Lab combines state of the Art Proof of Capacity mining with FPGA-acceleration 
and AI Technology 

“Proof of Capacity is a consensus algorithm based on the          
idea of how much disk space one contributes to the          
network” 

Rather than constantly solving cryptographic puzzles in       
real time for every block as in Proof of Work, Proof of            
Capacity works by performing a 1-time hashing cycle        
called plotting before any actual mining begins. This        

certifies the identity and capacity of the drive being used by the miner and populates it                
with precalculated solutions to a large number of cryptographic puzzles. PoC mining            
uses Shabal-256, an encryption algorithm which is more suitable for disk storage than             
the regular SHA-256 used by Bitcoin. Each plot is unique and depends on system              
specifications, hard drive space, and the time of writing. This prevents collisions of block              
answers between network participants. 

Each drive is populated with billions of precalculated hashes that are the solutions to              
cryptographic puzzles that can potentially be set by the network. This is the only              
computationally intensive part of PoC mining. 

During the mining process itself, the drive is searched for answers at every block time. If                
a solution is found within the block deadline, it’s efficiency, that is the speed with which                
it computes the answer, is compared to other competing solutions and the block reward              
is assigned to the miner with the fastest solution 
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Some solutions are faster than others. The block reward goes to the miner who submits               
the fastest solution. More hard drive space equals more potential solutions thus            
increasing your probability of getting the block reward. 

Mining with Proof of Capacity requires negligible electricity, making PoC currencies           
some of the very few cryptos that can be profitably mined on simple commodity              
hardware. 

The PoC mining process itself is not computationally intensive and requires negligible            
energy. This means that mining a currency like Burst has practically zero cost, just hard               
drive purchasing costs, making it the only consensus algorithm that can profitably be             
mined on personal computers or even phones. PoC mining is at the same point in its                
cycle as Bitcoin in its early days, you can mine it on almost anything. To start mining                 
Bitcoin today, you’d need at least USD 1,100 for a single ASIC miner, or you could buy                 
an external hard drive, start plotting and start mining a PoC coin like Burst. “It is a lot                  
easier”. Furthermore, the plot files can be deleted and the hard drive repurposed for              
another currency or another use altogether.  

Bitcoin mining rigs, on the other hand, can only be used for Bitcoin mining. 

The most successful PoC cryptocurrency to date is Burstcoin. Burst has been running             
reliably since 2014 and is increasingly gathering interest in the crypto community. We             
expect many more PoC coins to appear. 

Proof-of-Capacity makes no compromise:  

● Inherently secure 
○ Proof of Capacity uses only a small part of the physical hardware; the hard              

drive, making it easier to secure than the entire computer system as used             
by Proof of Work and Proof of Stake 

● ECO Friendly 
○ Infinitely greener than Proof of Work. Each transaction on the BTC           

network consumes around 1000 KWh. A transaction on the Burst network           
consumes no more than 0.0024KWh. A factor of 400,000 
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● Cheap 
○ HDD’s are relatively inexpensive, while anything with flash memory or          

some hard disk space, even a handphone, can be used for PoC mining 
● Sustainable 

○ Currently PoC is able to process around 80 TpS, increasing in accordance            
with the increase of the network. Truly decentralised. See more here 

 

Proof of Stake vs Proof of Capacity 

● In a Proof of Stake system, initial distribution of the coins is done through an               
ICO, crowdsale, airdrop or something similar. This means that distribution          
happens in a short period of time and coins can become concentrated in the              
hands of a small number of people. 

○ In a Proof of Capacity system, coins are distributed to miners over a long period               
of time and anybody with a simple computer and free hard drive space can mine. 

● In a Proof of Stake system people who have more coins get more coins. With               
this self-reinforcing process this monetary distribution system can lead to          
inequality. 

○ In a Proof of Capacity system, miners are rewarded proportionally to the disk             
capacity they use. Everybody can mine and barriers to entry are very low. 

■ The Proof of Stake system is often praised for its very low energy consumption              
compared to Proof of Work. Just the same, you still have to run a computer of                
some kind which inevitably includes a hard drive. Proof of Capacity shares that             
advantage of energy efficiency. 

● In a Proof of Stake system, if a user gets 51% of the total supply there is no way                   
to take that away from him. 

○ In a Proof of Capacity system there is always a possibility to add more              
hardware to counterbalance a possible attack. 
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FPGA 

R3V.Lab combines state of the Art Proof of Capacity mining with FPGA-acceleration            
and AI Technology 

FPGA is an acronym for Field Programmable Gate        
Array. An FPGA is an integrated circuit which can         
be re-programmed in the field to perform different        
operations. FPGAs are similar to ASICs in       
processing power, however they can be      
reprogrammed for multiple, different algorithms.     
FPGAs run on “bare metal” (there is no Operating         

System, OS) and therefore can be significantly faster than GPUs or CPUs for             
processing certain algorithms, resulting in increased return on hardware investment.          
Both logic transistors and software programs can complete instructions. ASICs and           
FPGAs can provide lower latencies, which is better for applications that require            
real-time AI. For example, it might be used as a microprocessor, an encryption engine              
or graphics processor, or even all three at once. As implied by the name itself, the                
FPGA is field programmable. So an FPGA working as part of a cell phone base station                
say, can be reprogrammed remotely as part of regular maintenance or to implement             
additional protocols and features, even while it is running in a live environment.  

FPGA vs GPU 

GPU and FPGA are both designed to be massively parallel in operation and can both               
perform a very large number of relatively simple, unrelated operations at the same time.              
Because FPGA is programmable at the hardware level it is more energy efficient and              
faster than GPU. It is also more flexible than GPU in terms of architectural and               
programming changes. 

GPUs on the other hand, have a fixed hardware configuration. Here the strength lies in               
their ability to be repurposed in software by an external host system. The trade off is                
between cost, efficiency and speed vs flexibility. 

See appendix 1 for a deeper insight:  
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FPGAs vs. ASICs 

ASICs are truly application specific chips that are custom designed to perform a single              
function. This they do with maximum speed and power efficiency at a very low unit cost.                
This efficiency comes at the cost of a relatively long development cycle, 12 to 18               
months, high development and set up costs and is only viable for very high unit               
production. 

An FPGA on the other hand, is a purely generic bare metal chip which is truly                
programmable at the hardware level. These chips are thus very easy to reprogram and              
are great for R&D and experimental projects. They are often used to develop and verify               
hardware designs that are later ported to conventional ASIC technology. 

FPGAs are especially useful in rapidly growing and changing applications such as AI.             
The architecture used by a rapidly developing neural network, for example, can be             
reviewed and updated in the field to reflect changes in the external environment.             
Operators can retrain or tune neural nets as their applications develop. FPGAs make a              
lot of sense in cases requiring maximum flexibility, or where neural networks are still              
evolving. (Source: https://tinyurl.com/yy6pzkn4) 
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(source: https://tinyurl.com/yyhrue8x) 
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R3V.Lab AI-883  

R3V.Lab combines state of the Art Proof of Capacity mining with FPGA-acceleration            
and AI Technology 

Proof of Capacity Mining 
 
Many business processes can be accelerated by the use of          
FPGAs. Speed is one of the benefits that FPGA chips can           
deliver, but it is certainly not the only one. FPGA integration           
can help create safer trading environments, save on        
expenses, and thus increase revenues. 
 
 

● Security Compliance 
○ Performing a near-real-time assessment of portfolios, they allow financial         

companies to meet the stringent risk management requirements set by          
regulatory bodies. 

● Cheaper Maintenance 
○ One well designed FPGA platform can replace 100 regular CPUs with a            

corresponding reduction in operating costs. 
● Lower Energy 

○ PoC hashing power gains are significant. The AI-883 platform delivers          
approximately 1600% increase in hashrate using approximately 30% less         
electricity than similar platforms in the current market. 

○ Plotting time is reduced from 32 hours per 8 Tb drive to around 2 hours. 
● Higher Profits 

○ FPGA implementations are simpler and cheaper to maintain than a data           
centre containing conventional servers. (source:     
https://tinyurl.com/y567voxo) 

The R3V.Lab team has created an innovative platform for Proof of Capacity mining, the              
AI-883. This FPGA- accelerated platform, combines high performance computing with a           
massive array of HDD storage. It combines flexibility with extremely low power            
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consumption resulting in a dramatic reduction in plotting time when compared to            
conventional GPU plotting. And a consequent increase in ROI. 

This project represents more than a year of full-time research and development by the              
R3V.Lab team. 

We have developed the world’s first FPGA accelerated storage platform, custom built            
from the ground up to implement Proof of Capacity mining, as well as ultra low latency                
arbitrage trading and AI applications capability. Ongoing AI-883 development will focus           
on increased processing power, increased flexibility and lower power consumption. It           
will be the only platform to mine multiple PoC based cryptocurrencies and support PoC              
based blockchains, while having the capability of running multiple low latency AI            
applications simultaneously. 

Cryptocurrency Mining Target Selector 
 

● The AI-883 FPGA-based selection algorithm is based on real-time data from           
different networks and exchanges. 

● Tracking the usual ticker symbols and metrics allows us to identify the most             
profitable coins in real time 

 
Arbitrage and High Frequency Trading 

● FPGA-accelerated hardware is the last word in the creation of IT infrastructures            
with ultra-low latency. Featuring parallel architecture and deterministic nature,  

FPGA chips can rapidly perform complex mathematical computations and exchange          
data with trading exchanges. They operate with low latency in all market conditions.             
This approach increases trade frequency and gives us a competitive advantage in            
high-frequency markets where trades are executed in nanoseconds. 

We continually invest in faster software, faster networks, and faster hardware solutions            
in order to minimize the delay between data capture and orders submission 
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AI Concepts 
 

The Artificial Intelligence deep learning     
chipset market will reach $66.3 billion by       
2025. AI opens an untapped frontier for       
technology to solve problems, provide     
productivity boosts, entertain us, and     
more. As AI grows and changes, FPGAs       
offer flexibility, performance, and    
extensibility in comparison to other     
accelerators. Although historically   
complex to program, FPGAs are carving      

out their own space in AI technology, with new tools that make programming AI              
applications that much easier. 

 

Conclusion 

Bitcoin was invented as an experiment in monetary theory and design in 2008. In 2009,               
the news of its launch was distributed to a select email list of cryptography enthusiasts,               
computer scientists and people who identified as cypherpunks. Bitcoin trotted along for            
years in relative obscurity. Only later in 2011, the first real press coverage of Bitcoin               
came, referring to the fact that it enabled pseudonymous payments on Dark Web             
markets such as the Silk Road. 

During the first year of Bitcoin’s history the community was very small, the transaction              
volume was tiny, and there were no exchanges to establish a USD/BTC price. The              
coins being mined during 2009 weren’t included in transactions very often for these             
reasons. The first Bitcoin exchanges, including Mt. Gox, launched in 2010. Others like             
Bitstamp, Kraken, Coinbase all launched in 2011. The fraction of coins older than 12              
months stopped growing in June 2010 for the first time. This is the first era where                
holders could trade Bitcoin online. Bitcoin’s price wouldn’t reach even $1 till February,             
2011, but early miners likely had many thousands of BTC. By April 23rd, 2011, Satoshi               
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had left Bitcoin, right as Bitcoin reached $1. Satoshi is estimated to hold ~1M BTC, so                
he/she/they/it was already a millionaire at this point. Maybe that was enough? 

I’ve moved on to other things. — Satoshi Nakamoto, April 23rd, 2011 (1 BTC = $1). 

As a result, all but those very few insiders completely missed out on the first cycle of                 
Bitcoin mining. Most of us only woke up to this form of crypto business when it was                 
already too late. Today, serious Bitcoin mining requires substantial investment and           
carries high risk for a questionable ROI. 

Many people see cryptocurrency simply as a speculative instrument. The crypto           
markets have so far not recovered from the bear market of 2018 with the sideways               
trading that we see today leave little opportunity for profit. 

Proof of Capacity mining presents itself as an investment opportunity with a potentially             
huge upside. 

The few who started mining Bitcoin at the very beginning became extremely wealthy as              
the significance of crypto currency and blockchain technology became clear. These           
were a few visionary individuals and many now regret not having seized the opportunity              
before it passed them by. 

In a world where technology evolves at light speed and today’s high tech is tomorrow’s               
dinosaur, the biggest rewards go to those that get in the game first. 

PoC gives everyone the chance to go back to the future, be a true visionary and be in at                   
the beginning of the next cycle of crypto mining. At the time of writing, mining               
corporations are shutting down or even running at loss. Governments are ending            
electricity subsidies for PoW mining facilities. As an ultimate irony, on October 25, 2018,              
Mastercard has applied for a patent for Fractional Reserve Cryptocurrency          
Bank — application 20180308092, yes exactly one of the problems Bitcoin was          
designed to solve. 

These are clear indications that Bitcoin & Proof of Work cycle has hit the end of the road                  
in terms of profitability, opening the door for the next mining cycle to commence: 

R3V.Lab combines state of the Art Proof of Capacity mining with FPGA-acceleration            
and AI Technology 
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The Team 

 
Chief Executive and Chief Marketing Officer : Mark Vroon 

Mark started out as an international B2B journalist, producing and selling country            
specials to publications such as Das Kapital, The European, USA Today, New York             
Post. He then moved to a career in ERP headhunting, followed by resort sales manager               
in the Canary Islands, Portugal, Greece, Mexico and Indonesia. In 2005 he joined the              
booming real estate market in Indonesia, launching a franchise of a premier real estate              
agency in Sanur and Ubud.  

He became interested in Blockchain technology and cryptocurrency in 2012, and           
became co-founder and CCO of Concierge.io, now Travala.com. Travala.com is a           
perfect example of a blockchain company that has delivered a working solution to real              
world problems in the OTA industry. Smart Travel for the Smart Economy. 

“R3V.Lab is the result of an unshakable belief in the future of cryptocurrencies,             
combined with a strong desire to improve the technology, whilst staying true to Satoshi              
Nakamoto’s philosophy.” 

Expertise in ICO Business, Blockchain Application, Finance, Management, Trading         
Investment, B2B interactions, Marketing and Sales.  
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Chief Technology Officer : Nigel Hughes 

Nigel is a hands on ICO advisor and blockchain systems architect who played a leading 
role in the first successful ICO in the Philippines.  

He is a principal consultant for NEM Foundation, a top 20 blockchain technology 

company and is now engaged with R3V.Lab and a number of other projects in the SE 
Asia region. 

He has been actively building new relationships in the blockchain space since 2014, 
and driving new projects to realise his vision of helping blockchain bring transparency 
and accountability to commerce and government.  

 
Chief R&D Officer : CHI NGO DUC  
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Chi is an expert in software and R&D. He built up CyberSoft Vietnam from a small team 
to a 400 engineer company which became one of the top three outsourcing companies 
in Vietnam and later got acquired by Hitachi Consulting. 

Former General Manager of Saigon Software Development Company 

Former CEO of Global CyberSoft Inc. 

Present CEO of 5D Agriculture Solutions 

Present R3V. Lab Chief of R&D 

 

Blockchain / Web Developer: HOÀNG ĐÔN THIỆN HIẾU 
 
HOÀNG ĐÔN THIỆN HIẾU received his education at  the UNIVERSITY OF           
TECHNOLOGY OF HCM CITY (POLYTECHNIC): 
GPA: 8.5/10 
Major: Computer Science 
He is experienced on web frontend development: HTML5, CSS, Javascript, Jquery,           
Angular. Hands on experiences on web development : mySQL, ELG , PHP, Responsive             
design for mobile. C/C++ and IoT. HOÀNG ĐÔN THIỆN HIẾU has worked as software              
engineer at PROJECT: NOIZ, main developer for a major project WEB and Blockchain             
application, researching Node JS Wallet, protected by NEM Blockchain. He was           
software engineer at Magic Marketing and contributed to the development of a sensor             
network project for energy saving. 
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Blockchain Lead Developer: VÕ QUANG CHÁNH 
 
"VÕ QUANG CHÁNH likes to learn new technologies that can be applied to real life and                
create value to the community. 
As an experienced IoTand C/C++ developer he has focussed on developing his            
blockchain skills and to bring these two technologies together. He is conversant with             
Bitcoin, Ethereum, IBM Hyperledger, NEM, Burstcoin, and a number of consensus           
algorithms such as PoW, PoS, PoI and PoC. VÕ QUANG CHANH also is key member               
of VietNam IoT Ecosystem; the IoT Community of the Connect Program bringing            
innovative companies together to collaborate on solution concepts, end-to-end         
prototypes, business models, and market trials that will unleash the full potential of the              
Internet of Things. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FPGA Technology consultant: Jeff Diala 
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Jeff is from the Philippines and is an experienced FPGA Hardware design engineer that              
specializes in RTL development for FPGA used in military applications. He is an expert              
in C/C++ development for embedded software applications. At R3V.Lab he will keep the             
team ahead of the curve by advising on market trends and industry current best              
practice, He will interpret and review performance reports from outside vendors and            
develop test case scenarios. He will also contribute insight and guidance to the             
company’s technological direction. 

Technical Skills: 
Software: C/C++, C#, Java, JavaFx, Python, Python-Flask, shell scripting 
Hardware: VHDL, Verilog, timing closure, high speed designs, clock domain crossing 
Verication: SystemVerilog, UVM, Vera, RVM, Selenium, JUnit 
HW Tools: ModelSim, Xilinx VIVADO/ISE, Altera Quartus, Synopsys tools, GHDL 
Version Control: Git and SVN 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Creative & UX/UI Designer: Oliver Fraenkel 

Oliver Fraenkel is a Berlin based graphic designer and illustrator who specializes in             
UX/UI, logo design, brand identity and illustration. Starting as an-house designer for            
large corporations and agencies, he entered the cryptosphere focussing on user           
engagement and UX/UI design. He is passionate about blockchain technology and the            
crypto-industry in general. Oliver joined R3V.Lab understanding that with their          
technology crypto will grow up from its infancy towards mainstream adoption and is             
focussing on providing R3V.Lab with the most user friendly UI and UX. With almost 25               
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years experience in design and a graduate of Mac Vision school in Graphic design,              
Oliver specializes in desktop publishing and corporate identity design. 

 

Technical engineer: Huynh Phuc Dien   

Huynh Phuc Dien graduated from Da Nang University of Technology with a            
specialization in automotive engineering. 

He is proficient in Word, Excel, Power Point, surveillance, camera system installation,            
timekeeping, internal switchboards, 3D design software, Autocad. And repair,         
maintenance and installation of software. He was employed by Tien Minh Technology            
Solution Co before being recruited by R3V.Lab and he is our man on the ground who                
makes sure that all systems are online 24/7. 
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Roadmap 
 
Q4 2018 

● PoC Mining Infrastructure & Hardware development 
● AI-883 Prototype 
● FPGA development and testing 
● FPGA Production Optimization AI-883 Beta 

Q1 2019 
● Applied PoC Mining into FPGA 
● AI-883 Fully Developed 
● FPGA Production Begin 

 
Q2-Q4 2019 

● AI-883 New Generation R&D 
● AI-883 Application Development  
● PoC Community Building and Academy  
● PoC Solar Container Version 
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Resources 

https://eprint.iacr.org/2013/796.pdf 
 
https://seoberg.blogspot.com/2018/10/burstcoin-burst-cryptocurrency-with.html 
 
https://numato.com/blog/differences-between-fpga-and-asics/ 
 
https://blockgeeks.com/guides/proof-of-work-vs-proof-of-stake/ 
 
https://coincentral.com/what-is-proof-of-capacity/ 
 
https://bitcoin.org/bitcoin.pdf 
 
http://www.cryptopublishpro.com/2018/02/r3v-technology-announces-more-powerful.html 
 
https://www.burst-coin.org/ 
 
https://asicnews.com/technology/prove-capacity-mining-future-mining/ 

https://dymaxion.burst.cryptoguru.org/The-Burst-Dymaxion-1.00.pdf 

https://blockgeeks.com/omg-ethereum-hard-forked/ 

https://www.burstcoin.ist/2017/10/30/going-further-a-poc-and-pos-comparison/ 

https://www.mycryptopedia.com/what-is-the-tangle-iota/ 

https://www.burstcoin.ist/2017/12/27/the-dymaxion-explained-in-laymans-terms/ 

https://www.statista.com/statistics/881541/bitcoin-energy-consumption-transaction-comparison-visa/ 

https://medium.com/@johnhinkle_80891/the-fastest-cryptocurrency-transaction-speeds-for-2018-498c1baf87ef 

https://www.abitgreedy.com/transaction-speed/ 

https://medium.com/coinshares/an-honest-explanation-of-price-hashrate-bitcoin-mining-network-dynamics-f820d6218bdf 

https://blog.unchained-capital.com/bitcoin-data-science-pt-1-hodl-waves-7f3501d53f63 

http://eecatalog.com/intel/2018/07/24/comparing-hardware-for-artificial-intelligence-fpgas-vs-gpus-vs-asics/ 

https://bitcoinexchangeguide.com/bitmex-research-estimates-1-3-million-bitmain-s9-bitcoin-miners-went-offline-due-to-profitability/ 

https://www.aldec.com/en/company/blog/167--fpgas-vs-gpus-for-machine-learning-applications-which-one-is-better 

https://www.velvetech.com/ 
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Appendix 1 

FPGA vs GPU - Advantages and Disadvantages 

The content of this section is derived from research published by Xilinx [2], Intel [1],               
Microsoft [3] and UCLA [4]. 

Raw Compute Power: Xilinx research shows that the Tesla P40 (40 INT8 TOP/s) with              
Ultrascale+TM XCVU13P FPGA (38.3 INT8 TOP/s) has almost the same compute           
power. When it comes to on-chip memory, which is essential to reduce the latency in               
deep learning applications, FPGAs result in significantly higher computer capability. The           
high amount of on-chip cache memory reduces the memory bottlenecks associated with            
external memory access as well as the power and costs of a high memory bandwidth               
solution. In addition, the flexibility of FPGAs in supporting the full range of data types               
precisions, e.g., INT8, FTP32, binary and any other custom data type, is one of the               
strong arguments for FPGAs for Deep Neural Network applications. The reason behind            
this is because deep learning applications are evolving at a fast pace and users are               
using different data types such as binary, ternary and even custom data types. To catch               
up with this demand, GPU vendors must tweak the existing architectures to stay             
up-to-date. So, GPU users must halt their project until the new architecture becomes             
available. Therefore, the re-configurability of FPGAs comes in handy because users can            
implement any custom data type into the design. 

Efficiency and Power: FPGAs are well-known for their power efficiency. A research            
project done by Microsoft on an image classification project showed that Arria 10 FPGA              
performs almost 10 times better in power consumption. In other research, Xilinx showed             
that the Xilinx Virtex Ultrascale+ performs almost four times better than NVidia Tesla             
V100 in general purpose compute efficiency. The main reason for GPUs being power-             
hungry is that they require additional complexity around their compute resources to            
facilitate software programmability. Although the NVidia V100 provides a comparable          
efficiency to the Xilinx FPGAs (almost the same Giga operations per second per watt              
GOP/s/W) due to the hardened Tensor Cores for tensor operations for today’s deep             
learning workloads, it is unpredictable for how long NVidia’s Tensor Cores remain            
efficient for deep learning applications, as this field is evolving quite fast. For other              
general-purpose workloads, i.e. other than deep learning, the NVidia V100 is challenged            
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from the performance and efficiency perspective. The re-configurability of FPGAs in           
addition to the software development stack of main vendors such as Xilinx (SDAccel)             
and Intel (FPGA SDK for OpenCL) provides much higher efficiency for a large number              
of end applications and workloads. 

Flexibility and Ease-of-Use: Data flow in GPUs is defined by software and is directed              
by the GPU’s complex memory hierarchy (as is the case with CPUs). The latency and               
power associated with memory access and memory conflicts increase rapidly as data            
travels through the memory hierarchy. Another important fact is the architecture of the             
GPU, which is Single Instruction Multiple Thread (SIMT). This feature allows GPUs to             
be more power efficient than CPUs. However, it is clear that, in the case of receiving a                 
large number of GPU threads, only parts of a workload can be mapped efficiently into               
the vastly parallel architecture, and if enough parallelism cannot be found within the             
threads, this results in lower performance efficiency. FPGAs can deliver more flexible            
architectures, which are a mix of hardware programmable resources, DPS and BRAM            
blocks. User can address all the needs of a desired workload by the resources provided               
by FPGAs. This flexibility enables the user to reconfigure the datapath easily, even             
during run time, using partial reconfiguration. This unique re-configurability means the           
user is free from certain restrictions, like SIMT or a fixed datapath, yet massively parallel               
computations are possible. The flexible architecture of FPGAs has shown great           
potential in sparse networks, which is one of the hot trends in current machine learning               
applications.Another important feature of FPGAs, and one that makes them even more            
flexible, is the any-to-any I/O connection. This enables FPGAs to connect to any device,              
network, or storage devices without the need for a host CPU. Regarding ease-of-use,             
GPUs are more ‘easy going’ than FPGAs. This is one of the main reasons that GPUs                
are widely being used these days. CUDA is very easy to use for SW developers, who                
don’t need an in-depth understanding of the underlying HW. However, to do a machine              
learning project using FPGAs, the developer should have the knowledge of both FPGAs             
and machine learning algorithms. This is the main challenge for FPGA vendors; to             
provide an easy development platform for users. Xilinx has put considerable effort into             
this by providing tools such as SDSoC, SDAccel and Vivado HLS. These tools have              
made the process of FPGA design flow much easier for SW engineers, as they can               
easily convert their C/C++ code to the HDL. 
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Functional Safety: GPUs are originally designed for graphics and high-performance          
computing systems where safety is not a necessity. Some applications, such as ADAS,             
do require functional safety. In such a case, GPUs should be designed in a way to meet                 
the functional safety requirements. This could be a time-consuming challenge for GPU            
vendors. On the other hand, FPGAs have been used in industries where functional             
safety plays a very important role such as automation, avionics and defense. Therefore,             
FPGAs have been designed in way to meet the safety requirement of wide range of               
applications including ADAS. In this respect, Xilinx Zynq®-7000 and Ultrascale+TM          
MPSoC devices are designed to support safety-critical applications such as ADAS.           
(source: http://tinyurl.com/y6ozepse) 

[1] Nurvitadhi, Eriko, et al. "Can FPGAs beat GPUs in accelerating next-generation deep neural              
networks?" Proceedings of the 2017 ACM/SIGDA International Symposium on Field-Programmable Gate           
Arrays. ACM, 2017. 
[2] Cathal Murphy and Yao Fu, “Xilinx All Programmable Devices: A Superior Platform for              
Compute-Intensive Systems”. 
[3] Ovtcharov, Kalin, et al. "Accelerating deep convolutional neural networks using specialized hardware."             
Microsoft Research Whitepaper 2.11 (2015). 
[4] Cong, Jason, et al. "Understanding Performance Differences of FPGAs and GPUs” Proceedings of the               
2018 ACM/SIGDA International Symposium on Field-Programmable Gate Arrays. ACM, 2018. 

Disclaimer  
We are doing our best to prepare the content of this whitepaper. However, R3V.Lab cannot warrant the expressions and 

suggestions of the contents, as well as its accuracy. In addition, to the extent permitted by the law, R3V.Lab shall not be responsible 
for any losses and/or damages due to the usage of the information in this whitepaper.  

THE INFORMATION IN THIS WHITEPAPER IS NOT INTENDED FOR LEGAL OR FINANCIAL ADVICE THAT CAN BE 
PROVIDED BY YOUR ATTORNEY, ACCOUNTANT AND/OR FINANCIAL ADVISOR 

DO YOUR OWN RESEARCH 
By using this whitepaper, you hereby consent to this disclaimer and agree to its terms.The links contained in this whitepaper may 

lead to external sites, which are provided for resource purposes only. Any information or statements that appeared in these sites are 
not sponsored, endorsed, or otherwise approved by R3V.Lab. For these external sites, R3V.Lab cannot be held liable for the 
availability of, or the content located on or through it. Plus, any losses or damages occurred from using these contents or the 

internet generally. R3V.Lab cannot be held liable for the availability of, or the content located on or through it. Plus, any losses or 
damages occurred from using these contents. 

 
FHome building,Room 02-3rd floor,  

16 Ly Thuong Kiet st, Thach Thang Ward, Hai Chau District,  
Da Nang city. 
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